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sunny pang  the U.K & Hong Kong & Taiwan based photographer
Since 2014, Sunny has been dedicated in photography and videography of Wedding / Pre-Wedding/ 
Family Portrait and di!erent commercial creation. Sunny has been travelling around the world for his 
shooting works, the places he has visted and worked in such as U.K, Iceland, Germany, USA, Norway, 
Greece, France, Spain, Czech, Austria, Croatia, Switzerland, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan etc.

Sunny’s very passionate in landscape and portrait, in late 2016 he won the prize and honorably men-
tioned in the international photography competition held by National Geographic, and also a winner 
in a competition by The Telegraph UK. He was even given a privilege and special access by the Mayor 
of London to enter into the exclusive zone of 2016 New Year’s Eve Firework Celebration as their 
appointed photographer. He has also collaborated with di!erent worldwide companies such as being 
sponsored by Air New Zealand airline to travel by their "ights around New Zealand in 2017; Sunny has 
also helped the TAIPEI 101 to create their annual Xmas advert in 2021, with his photography, videogra-
phy and also his long-trained post production skill & experience.

Sunny is being called as a soul-healing photographer by the media in Hong Kong & Tawan, by the soft-
ness and warmth in his photography, which always try to bring the vibes of comfort, dream and 
romance to people.
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2 Hours         HKD $5800          |   From HKD $11800         50 Edited + 5 Fine-tuned Photo
3 Hours         HKD $7800          |   From HKD $14800        100 Edited + 10 Fine-tuned Photos
5 Hours         HKD $9800          |   From HKD $18800        150 Edited + 20 Fine-tuned Photos
8 Hours         HKD $13800          |   From HKD $21800        200 Edited + 30 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours         HKD £16800          |   From HKD $25800        300 Edited + 40 Fine-tuned Photos

Two-Days
8 Hours/per day        HKD $25800          |    To inquire          400 Edited + 50 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours/per day     HKD $28800          |    To inquire          450 Edited + 60 Fine-tuned Photos

Three-Days
8 Hours/per day        HKD $37800          |   To inquire          500 Edited + 70 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours/per day     HKD $40800          |   To inquire          550 Edited + 80 Fine-tuned Photos

all service rates

婚紗 : 

婚紗 $1388
晚裝 $988

歐洲婚紗租出去係$3688一套，A grade
果�係$1688 如果長期合作嘅話可以平
�或者可以一個價錢包A grade 裙然後
��自己加錢
eg長期合作嘅話1388 1條,5條 1288 ,10
條以上1088

租期係三日兩夜嘅，有需要可以加
extension fee:$200 一日;$550 一個星期

詳細可看以下圖片

Package (Make-Up / Dress Rental / Car / Print-Out) 

For Hong Kong & Taiwan,  for overseas please discuss

Just Shoot & Reouch

Shooting Time Rate Quantity of Photos

Pre-Wedding | Engagement |  Couple Portrait

Multiple-Day Shoot  ( ideal for long journey or more than 1 city )  

2 Hours         HKD $7800                            150 Edited + 5 Fine-tuned Photo
3 Hours         HKD $9800                     200 Edited + 10 Fine-tuned Photos
5 Hours         HKD $11800                   250 Edited + 20 Fine-tuned Photos
8 Hours         HKD $15800                    300 Edited + 30 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours         HKD £18800                    400 Edited + 40 Fine-tuned Photos

Just Shoot & Reouch

Shooting Time Rate Quantity of Photos

Wedding

2 Hours         HKD $4800             50 Edited + 5 Fine-tuned Photo
3 Hours         HKD $6800            100 Edited + 10 Fine-tuned Photos
5 Hours         HKD $8800            150 Edited + 15 Fine-tuned Photos
8 Hours         HKD $10800            200 Edited + 20 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours         HKD £12800            300 Edited + 25 Fine-tuned Photos

Just Shoot & Reouch

Shooting Time Rate Quantity of Photos

Family Portrait / Event

・ Package o!ers :  Makeup Artist / Outfit Rental / Private Car with driver / Print-out,  prices vary based on what clients choose.

・ Each over-time working hour after agreed shooting duration, HKD $2000/per hour is to surcharge.

・ Above shooting hours include tra#c and break time, begins to count once Clients meet Sunny at the agreed location.

・ Edited Photos: Photos are already stylized and colour corrected to be as good as the portfolios of Sunny Photography

・ Fine-tuned Photos: Final touch up the Edited images selected by clients, e.g facial polish / slimming.

・ NO RAW $les or any Un-edited images will be given, all submited images are already being Edited or Fine-tuned. 
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package details
The rates provide Photoshooting & Editing, if clients need Makeup Artist / Out$t Rental / Private Car with 
driver / Printout, Package is now available in Hong Kong & Taiwan; for Oversea photoshoot 
please contact us to discuss, we can customize an oversea package for clients.

Clients can customize their own package, and to add / remove what they need and don’t need. 

payment
Once Clients con$rm the photoshoot, they are suggested to pay no less than 20% of the shooting fee 
as the deposit, for the purpose of securing the date and avoiding any No-Show situation. Deposit is 
non-refundable if the shooting is cancelled by the client. However if the photoshoot can no longe take 
place due to Photographer’s personal problem, the deposit will be fully refunded via Bank or PayPal.  
The remainder of 80% can be paid by Cash or Transfer on or before the shooting date.

transportation & accommodation
Any photoshoot across di!erent towns / countries, clients are requested to pay for the Photographer / 
Makeup artist if any extra travel expenses involved such as Train / Flight / Taxi ; and the accommodation 
needs to be covered as well if the shoot lasts longer than a day or there is no way for the photographer 
to make the journey home after the shoot; clients might also need to book the accommodation for the 
night before the shoot, if the shoot starts in the next early morning.

* Please discuss with Sunny and check his schedule $rst, as this cost could be waived o! if Sunny is 
already in the city / country clients wish to photoshoot, in most cases for London / Hong Kong / Taiwan.

* Clients can request a detailed quotation for a whole worry-free package, we can organize and book all 
the transportation & accommodation plus a well-planned itinerary for clients.
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PRIVATE CAR with driver  

* No Private car with driver service :  - HKD $600

* Over time (over 8 hours) : + HKD $200/per hour

PRINT-OUT  (14-inches Photobook with 20 Pages）
* Without any Printout service :   - HKD $700

* Add One A2 Photo with Frame :   + HKD $700

MAKE-UP ARTIST

* No Make-Up Artist service :  - HKD $1000 

* Single Make-Up, no need to follow :  - HKD $400

* Over time (over 8 hours)  :  + HKD $400/per hour)
(single make-up takes 2-3 hours before the shoot begins)

OUTFIT RENTAL (includes ONE wedding dress)
* No Out$t Rental :     - HKD $1000

* Add one Night Gown :   + HKD $1000

* Add one Male Suit :  + HKD $1000
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photo submission

The photo-editing progress and $le-submission normally take up to 8 - 12 weeks after the shoot is 
$nished. Clients can request an Urgent-Handling service, to jump the queue and get their photos edited 
in front of other clients; and the faster processing can be decided by adding the express fee below :
・Photo submission within 1-2 weeks after the shoot :  + HKD $3000 

・Photo submission within 3-5 weeks after the shoot:  + HKD $2000

・Photo submission within 6-8 weeks after the shoot :  + HKD $1000

  

All photos will be uploaded to 
with a private link provided to clients for previewing and downloading. Every submitted images will be 
in Full-Resolution Jpg, and ready to be printed in large scales. The uploaded Photos will be stored on the 
link for no longer than 2 weeks after submission. Clients are suggested to download the images with 
computer instead of mobile phone for better and faster download process.

copyright of final images

Copyright of all images will belong to the clients, Photographer will not be printing or publishing the 
images without client’s consent. However Photographer will remain the right to share the images to his 
social media like Facebook Page/ Instagram for showcasing & promoting purposes only.  If clients do not 
like the images to be shared or exposed, they are open to discuss with Photographer in advance.



独ইೌ硢襑ᥝے碻皤裾ጱ扖牧硢䒍硩揲傶�+.'������ྯੜ碻
独犥Ӥො礯ૡ֢碻樌璂۱ೡԻ蝢碻樌牧ջ௳现ਮՈጱ矦蕕碻樌牧ℂ硢䒍蚤ਮՈ夹অጱ褸ݳ碻樌瑿讨樄ত懯ᓒ碻樌牐

独૪藲ᜋᆙ粙物瞲ಅ磪ᆙ粙᮷૪妿螂ᜋ藲狕硬现觓໒玕牧螈ᛗ蚤�6XQQ\�3KRWRJUDSK\�֢ߝӞ揢觓໒牐

独羊狕ᆙ粙物瞲ኧਮՈℂ૪藲ᜋᆙ粙吚Ӿ牧ᛔᤈ螡ڊ襑ᥝ蝱Ӟྍ盏藲ጱ䲆礯牧ֺই聅肵҈狕蛪牐托眐ݢ奞褂�3���牐

独ྷ粙��ܻ䲆��犨֜๚妿蒂ቘጱ向ᶎ᮷犋䨝Ի妔ਮՈ牧Ӟ獥Ի֢ߝ᮷䨝ฎ૪妿螂藲ᜋ羊狕牐

WEDDING

2 Hours         HKD $7800                            150 Edited + 5 Fine-tuned Photo
3 Hours         HKD $9800                     200 Edited + 10 Fine-tuned Photos
5 Hours         HKD $11800                   250 Edited + 20 Fine-tuned Photos
8 Hours         HKD $15800                    300 Edited + 30 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours         HKD £18800                    400 Edited + 40 Fine-tuned Photos

Just Shoot & Reouch

Shooting Time Rate Quantity of Photos

Wedding
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2 Hours         HKD $5800          |   From HKD $11800         50 Edited + 5 Fine-tuned Photo
3 Hours         HKD $7800          |   From HKD $14800        100 Edited + 10 Fine-tuned Photos
5 Hours         HKD $9800          |   From HKD $18800        150 Edited + 20 Fine-tuned Photos
8 Hours         HKD $13800          |   From HKD $21800        200 Edited + 30 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours         HKD £16800          |   From HKD $25800        300 Edited + 40 Fine-tuned Photos 

Two-Days
8 Hours/per day        HKD $25800          |    To inquire          400 Edited + 50 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours/per day     HKD $28800          |    To inquire          450 Edited + 60 Fine-tuned Photos

Three-Days
8 Hours/per day        HKD $37800          |   To inquire          500 Edited + 70 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours/per day     HKD $40800          |   To inquire          550 Edited + 80 Fine-tuned Photos

Package (Make-Up / Dress Rental / Car / Print-Out) 

For Hong Kong & Taiwan,  for overseas please discuss

Just Shoot & Reouch

Shooting Time Rate Quantity of Photos

Pre-Wedding | Engagement |  Couple Portrait

Multiple-Day Shoot  ( ideal for long journey or more than 1 city )  

・ Package o!ers :  Makeup Artist / Outfit Rental / Private Car with driver / Print-out,  prices vary based on what clients choose.

・ Each over-time working hour after agreed shooting duration, HKD $2000/per hour is to surcharge.

・ Above shooting hours include tra#c and break time, begins to count once Clients meet Sunny at the agreed location.

・ Edited Photos: Photos are already stylized and colour corrected to be as good as the portfolios of Sunny Photography

・ Fine-tuned Photos: Final touch up the Edited images selected by clients, e.g facial polish / slimming.

・ NO RAW $les or any Un-edited images will be given, all submited images are already being Edited or Fine-tuned. 

PRE-WEDDING
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2 Hours         HKD $4800             50 Edited + 5 Fine-tuned Photo
3 Hours         HKD $6800            100 Edited + 10 Fine-tuned Photos
5 Hours         HKD $8800            150 Edited + 15 Fine-tuned Photos
8 Hours         HKD $10800            200 Edited + 20 Fine-tuned Photos
12 Hours         HKD £12800            300 Edited + 25 Fine-tuned Photos

Just Shoot & Reouch

Shooting Time Rate Quantity of Photos

Family Portrait / Event

独ইೌ硢襑ᥝے碻皤裾ጱ扖牧硢䒍硩揲傶�+.'������ྯੜ碻
独犥Ӥො礯ૡ֢碻樌璂۱ೡԻ蝢碻樌牧ջ௳现ਮՈጱ矦蕕碻樌牧ℂ硢䒍蚤ਮՈ夹অጱ褸ݳ碻樌瑿讨樄ত懯ᓒ碻樌牐

独૪藲ᜋᆙ粙物瞲ಅ磪ᆙ粙᮷૪妿螂ᜋ藲狕硬现觓໒玕牧螈ᛗ蚤�6XQQ\�3KRWRJUDSK\�֢ߝӞ揢觓໒牐

独羊狕ᆙ粙物瞲ኧਮՈℂ૪藲ᜋᆙ粙吚Ӿ牧ᛔᤈ螡ڊ襑ᥝ蝱Ӟྍ盏藲ጱ䲆礯牧ֺই聅肵҈狕蛪牐托眐ݢ奞褂�3���牐

独ྷ粙��ܻ䲆��犨֜๚妿蒂ቘጱ向ᶎ᮷犋䨝Ի妔ਮՈ牧Ӟ獥Ի֢ߝ᮷䨝ฎ૪妿螂藲ᜋ羊狕牐

FAMILY



EDITED IMAGe & FINE-TUNED IMAGE

EDITED PHOTO

Photo already stylized + colour corrected without 

$ne-tuning such as facial and body slimming. Photos are 

already like the portfolios with the standard of Sunny 

Photography, clients can then choose the o!ered 

numbers of photo to get $ne-tuned next.

FINE-TUNED IMAGE

Edited Images (stylised + colour corrected already) 

selected by clients for further touch-up, especially for 

facial polishing / body slimming / "aw removal. 

* If clients wish to $ne-tune more photos then the plan 

o!ers, could pay extra fee HKD $100 for each image.

* please be aware that Fine-Tuning is not to make the images 

extraggerate or fake, it’s still supposed to keep clients looking natural 

without breaking the style of Sunny Photography. Clients could simply 

list out their request and let Sunny knows how you want the result. 
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photobook
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pre-wedding photography - wedding style
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pre-wedding photography - travel style
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wedding photography
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family portrait
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commercial shooting

TAIPEI 101
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National Geographic 

International Photo Contest 2016 

honorable mention in the nature 
category

Photoblog.hk

Annual Photography Competition 2015

1st Runner Up

awards

SONY Hong Kong

Autumn Photography Contest 2014

1st Runner Up 

National Geographic 

Annual Photography Competition 2014

finalist & displayed in the exhibition

held in Habour City . HONG KONG

The Telegraph UK : 

The Big Picture Photography Competition 2016

winner of the week & selected as the 
top 10 to the year-end exhibition

held in The Excel , LONDON
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exhibition

on newspaper & magazines
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www.sunnypang.com

contact and book now

Facebook : 英倫光影 Sunny Photography |  @uklightshadow

Instagram : @sunny_pang  |  @uklights

Email : sunnypangphoto@gmail.com

Tel / WhatsApp : +44 7955506064

Line : sunnyphotography

WeChat : sunny_photography


